When the T. Marzetti Company built a new production facility in Horse Cave, Kentucky, every aspect of the $50 million plant was designed to add to the efficiency of the operations. From recessed kitchens to a streamlined liquid ingredient piping system, cost effectiveness was a primary design characteristic. Their storage rack requirements were held to the same demanding measure. The most efficient use of space and ready access to materials was required.

**T. Marzetti Company’s Requirements:**
- Large variety of raw materials
- Quick access to a continuous flow of material
- High density storage of similar material
- Maximize storage space

**Ridg-U-Rak’s Solution:**
- 6 deep flow rack
- 660 lanes
- 4,000 available pallet positions

“Ridg-U-Rak installed a highly efficient, organized storage rack system that keeps our production floor moving at top speed.”

**Rick Brownstead**
Maintenance Materials Manager,
T. Marzetti Company
First In, First Out Pallet Flow

Ideal for supplying pallet loads of common SKUs. Pallet loads are placed at the charge end, then flow down an incline to be picked at the opposite end. Gravity flow racks are an economical first-in first-out storage solution. When pallets other than GMA pallets are used, Ridg-U-Rak conducts pallet tests using the client's actual pallet to ensure the flow system functions properly.

Standard Load: 3,000 lbs

Features & Benefits:

• Deeper systems
• Multiple roller options
• Available entry guides
• First in – first out per lane

Applications

• Commonly used in pick modules and staging areas
• Large volume per SKU
• High throughput

For more information, visit www.ridgurak.com!
Toll Free: 866-479-7225 Phone: 814-725-8751 sales@ridgurak.com